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Rezumat. Peștera Izbucu(l) Topliţei de Vida (sat Luncasprie, comuna Dobrești, județul Bihor), 
care adăpostește un sit preistoric puțin explorat, este amplasată de altitudinea de 250 m deasu-
pra nivelului mării, în partea de nord a lacului de acumulare de la Luncasprie. Situl a fost des-
coperit în anul 1982 și studiat în condiții dificile de către speologi și cercetători (Teodor Boro-
dan, Florin Pantea, Gábor Halasi, János Emődi, Gyula Birtalan, Cristian Lascu, Șerban Sârbu). 
În 2017, o echipă interdisciplinară, formată din arheologi, speologi și antropologi, s-a reunit în-
tr-o colaborare internațională româno-olandeză; scopul acesteia este studierea detaliată a acestui 
sit excepțional, folosind mijloace non-invazive, pentru a proteja atât patrimoniul arheologic 
fragil, cât și mediul subteran.  

Cercetătorii au stabilit că acest monument arheologic este format din aproximativ 10 
morminte de inhumație amplasate într-o galerie post-sifon, numită “Sala Mormintelor / Sala 
Mare”. Inventarul acestora constă în piese de metal (topoare de cupru / bronz și inele de buclă 
din aur), piese de podoabă realizate din dinți perforați, un mic topor de piatră, perforat și un nu-
măr semnificativ de vase ceramice. Toate acestea sunt atribuite grupului Roșia, din perioada 
timpurie a epocii bronzului. 

Datarea cu radiocarbon a mostrelor, provenind din trei oase umane, a plasat situl în 
intervalul 2571‒2026 cal îHr, cu condiția ca acești indivizi să fi avut, preponderent, o alimen-
tație bazată pe produse din mediu terestru. 
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Cuvinte cheie: perioada timpurie a epocii bronzului, grupul Roșia, morminte, inhumație, data- 
                         re 14C. 
 
 

1. Introduction. Research history 
Izbucu(l) Topliţei Cave (village: Luncasprie, commune: Dobreşti, Bihor coun-

ty, RO) (Fig. 1‒2), located at 250 m altitude above sea level, in the northern part of 
the Lunca Sprie reservoir and harbours, is a little explored prehistoric site. The site had 
been discovered in 1982 and studied under difficult conditions by several cavers and 
researchers (Teodor BORODAN, Florin PANTEA, Gábor HALASI, János EMŐDI, 
Gyula BIRTALAN, Cristian LASCU and Șerban SÂRBU).  

An important moment in the knowledge of the site from a speleological and 
archaeological point of view is due to G. Halasi and J. Emődi, who emphasize that in 

 
Fig. 1. Map of Izbucu Topliţei Cave. 
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Fig. 2. Map of Izbucu Topliţei Cave1. 

the “Great Hall / Graves Hall” are preserved 2‒3 human skeletons in anatomical con-
nection, several long human bones deposited in a niche, ca. 15 whole vessels (Fig. 
7‒8; 12), ornaments (Fig. 10; 11/2‒6; 13), miniature stone axe (Fig. 11/1), as well as 
two Baniabic axes2. Chronologically, the findings have been attributed to the Early 
Bronze Age, being correlated with the early phase of the Nagyrev culture3. 

In the memorandum submitted, in 1987, to Tamara DOBRIN (at that time the 
head of the Committee for socialist culture and education), by C. Lascu and Ș. Sârbu, 
30 pots and eight human skeletons are mentioned4, this memorandum was left without 
any answer from the former Communist party and the former state authorities.  

In 2001, C. Lascu published images with a gold lock-ring, a necklace of per-
forated teeth and several clay vessels from the cave5. 

Zsolt MOLNAR and Călin GHEMIȘ make an extensive analysis of these dis-
coveries in the cave correlating them with the other discoveries attributed to the Roșia 
group6. For the first time, three gold lock-rings (Noppenring type) are published, two 
whole and one preserved fragmentary (Fig. 10/1‒3), including their analogies, and the 
metal axes are attributed to the Dumbrăvioara type7. According to the cited authors, 
in 2003, 9 points with Roșia type archaeological discoveries were known, 6 coming 
from preserved caves and 3 also coming from caves, but which were destroyed by stone 
quarries8. The discoveries of the Roșia group are included in EBA II9. 

In 2017, an interdisciplinary team consisting of archaeologists, speleologists 
and anthropologists gathered in an international Romanian-Dutch collaboration to ad-
vance knowledge in this poorly researched site (Fig. 6/1, 14), while preservingits frag-

                                                      
1 apud Gábor HALASI. 
2 Halasi, Emődi, 1985, p. 232. 
3 Halasi, Emődi, 1985, p. 234. 
4 Personal archive Marcian BLEAHU. 
5 Lascu, 2001, p. 114-115. 
6 Molnar, Ghemiș, 2003, p. 41- 92. 
7 Molnar, Ghemiș, 2003, p. 62, 76, with bibliography. 
8 Molnar, Ghemiș, 2003, p. 77. 
9 Molnar, Ghemiș, 2003, p. 80. 
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ile heritage and subterranean environment through remote sensing applications. This 
project brings together the Țării Crișurilor Museum (Oradea, RO)10, The National His-
tory Museum of Transylvania (Cluj-Napoca, RO), the “Emil Racoviță” Institute of Spe-
leology (Bucharest, RO), and Radboud University Nijmegen (NL).  

This research project focuses on redefining the features, place and role of the 
funerary and / or cult complexes discovered in the Izbucu Topliţei Cave, starting from 
the detailed research of all the components of this speleological and archaeological 
monument. The Romanian-Dutch project started in 2017 when a first speleological 
evaluation of the karst system and implicitly of the “Graves Hall” was organized. The 
following year, the first archaeological, geophysical, archaeogeological, anthropolo-
gical and topographical investigations within this project began. All these directions 
of research aim to understand as accurately as possible the conditions under which pre-
historic skeletons and artefacts were deposited and the human or natural manipulations / 
moves they have undergone. Several samples were also collected, including those that 
are the subject of the present analysis. 

2. The samples  
2.1. What do the samples date? 
Bone fragments taken from three human skeletons found in the cave (Fig. 1‒

2; 6/2) were dated by radiocarbon. All the dated skeletons belong to the Roşia Group, as 
proved by the artefacts found in their close vicinity. Even if there are no osteological 
analyses so far, as no sign of violence are visible on the bones, it is reasonable to as-
sume that the death of these individuals occurred randomly – i.e., they died at various 
dates as opposed to having been killed on the same occasion. We have no clare osteolo-
gical data indicating secondary handling of the corpses/skeletons, so that we assumed 
that they were found in the primary place of their deposition (i.e. the place where the de-
cay of the soft tissues of the bodies took place). This implies that no significant time 
elapsed between the moment of deaths and that of the deposition in the cave. So far 
there are no archaeological clues whatsoever that would allow us to establish the order 
of those deaths/depositions of corpses. In sum, according to the archaeological obser-
vations, the three samples do not date an event, but rather three events that occurred 
in a relatively short period of time. 

2.2. Samples, dating precision and accuracy 
The samples have the potential of being ideal for radiocarbon dating as the skel-

etons have no signs of secondary deposition and thus their dates are also the dates of 
the formation of the assemblage of which they were a part (i.e. of the moments of the 
deposition) and consequently of the period when the artefacts of the Roşia Group were 
in use. Unfortunately, this potential has not been fully realized at this stage of the re-
search. One reason concerns methodology: in the lack of the δ15N and the δ13C values 
for the dated collagen, we cannot be sure that the 14C-dates did not suffer an aging ef-
fect caused by diet11, so that until these additional types of data will be available, the 
                                                      
10 Țării Crișurilor Museum being the institution for the preservation of artefacts. 
11 For example: Lanting, van der Plicht, 1998; Cook et alii, 2002; Ervynck et alii, 2018; for 
an overview with further literature see: Palincaş, 2017. 
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radiocarbon dates that we have now only indicate that they could be either correct or 
earlier than the real dates. A second problem is the very large error terms (1σ of c. ±70 
years) that lead inevitably to wide ranges of calendar dates in a period when the cali-
bration curve is not unfavorable to more a precise dating (Fig. 3). This happened be-
cause these samples were among the first dated in the laboratory for radiocarbon dating 
of the "Horia Hulubei" Institute of Physics and Nuclear Engineering in Măgurele12, 
when the team was at the beginning of its routines (note also that at that time the lab-
oratory did not have a code, so that these dates do not appear with the label “RoAMS”, 
as the later ones). Nevertheless, being the only possibility to gain an absolute dating, 
even if only an approximate one, for this very important site as well as for the Roşia 
Group, the decision was made to publish the dates as they stand with the cave at that 
this first interpretation of the 14C-dates need to be taken as provisional until further re-
search. 

2.3. Interpretation 
The results of the radiocarbon measurements of the three skeletons are pres-

ented in Tab.1 and Fig. 3. 

Location Label 
CRA 

(yr BP) 
Calibrated dates (cal BC) Sequenced 

95.4% 1 σ (68.3%) 2 σ (95.4%) 
Graves 

Hall 
29.Pestera 
ITVCx 3 

3948  
± 71 

2569‒2520 
(15.3%) 

2499‒2342 
(52.0%) 

2314‒2310 
(1.0%) 

2662‒2654 
(0.3%) 

2631‒2203 
(95.1%) 

2571‒2151 

Graves 
Hall 

30.Pestera 
ITVCx 4  

3768  
± 71 

2294‒2125 
(54.2%) 

2094‒2040 
(14.1%) 

2456‒2416 
(3.5%) 

2411‒2019 
(90.6%) 

1996‒1980 
(1.4%) 

2449‒2038 

Graves 
Hall 

31.Pestera 
ITV_Cx5 

3746  
± 72 

2282‒2251 
(9.1%) 

2232‒2220 
(2.9%) 

2210‒2035 
(56.4%) 

2451‒2421 
(1.6%) 

2406‒2377 
(2.0%) 

2351‒1948 
(91.8%) 

2449‒2026 

Tab. 1. Izbucu Topliţei. Radiocarbon dates for three human skeletons (atmosphe-
ric calibration; IntCal20 curve13; calibration performed with OxCal v.4.4.2). 

                                                      
12 For analysis method see: Sava et alii, 2019. 
13 Reimer et alii, 2020. 
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Fig. 3. Izbucu Topliţei. Multiple plots of the three 14C-dates. 

Samples 30.PesteraITV and 31.PesteraITV_CxR yielded very close conven-
tional radiocarbon dates. Nevertheless, in the lack of data on diet (i.e., the δ15N and 
δ13C values measured on bone collagen), we cannot treat, for the moment, these dates 
as indicating (nearly) contemporaneous deaths – not even in statistic terms –, and try 
to narrow down their dating by means of Bayesian statistics. This is because in case 
one of the two individuals had a typical terrestrial diet and the other one had a diet with a 
significant aquatic component the two skeletons could yield the same apparent radio-
carbon date but their real dates could be very different, even centuries apart. 

If we consider that the three radiocarbon dates concern three independent events 
as well as the fact that the corresponding calibrated intervals overlap, then those events 
took place with a 95.4% probability anytime between 2631‒1948 cal BC. We could try 
to narrow down this range by using Bayesian probability applied to radiocarbon dating, 
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the sequencing function in particular. In the lack of any archaeological indication con-
cerning the order in which the three deaths occurred, it is possible to take the samples 
in the order resulted from the radiocarbon dating – i.e., with 29.PesteraITV being older 
than 30.PesteraITV, and the latter being, in turn, older than 31.PesteraITV_Cx5. At 
the same time, one should note that, due to the statistical nature of the radiocarbon 
dating, this order can, but must not be the real one. The result of this model is repre-
sented in Tab. 1 and Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Izbucu Topliţei. Bayesian sequencing according to the model in which all 
the three dates belong to the same phase, but 29.PesteraITV is the earliest and 
31.PesteraITV_Cx5 is the youngest (white curves give the single-sample distribu-
tion; black curves give the modeled posterior distribution) (calculation was per-
formed using OxCal v.4.4.2). 

Sequencing reduced the initial dating of 2631‒1948 cal BC to the range of 
2571‒2026 cal BC – i.e. the possible dating is narrower by approx. 80 year at each end 
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of the range covered by the individual dates. Nevertheless, one should be cautious 
with respect to this result, as it has been demonstrated that in the lack of any addi-
tional information concerning the boundaries of the period to which the three dates 
belong, Bayesian sequencing of radiocarbon dates led to dates that were more precise, 
but lacked accuracy – i.e., the real dates could lie outside the narrower interval14. 

3. Final remarks 
The Roșia Group, also called: Roșia-Gălășeni, Călățea-Gălășeni, Gyula-Roșia 

or Somogyvár-Vinkovci-Roșia Group15, remains a little known archaeological culture, 
despite the important steps taken in its research. Izbucu Topliței Cave is one of the most 
important sites of the Roșia Group, which provides us with essential information on 
pottery, weapons, tools representative and ornaments (Fig. 5‒13), but especially the 
population of this prehistoric group, that is why we try to research it in detail in our 
interdisciplinary project. The presence in the inventory of some inhumation graves a 
special class of artefacts, made of copper / bronze or gold (Fig. 10), is the marker that 
these individuals belonged to the elite of the respective communities. The weapons 
(Dumbrăvioara type axes) included in the graves point to a warrior status and the gold 
artefacts infer high status, but the gender cannot be confirmed for the moment. 

Regarding the 14C dates, until measurements for the δ15N and δ13C on bone col-
lagen will be available, we can only say that the three skeletons, their deposition in the 
cave as well as the Roşia Group to which they belong date sometime between 2571‒
2026 cal BC – or, to be on the safe side, between 2631‒1948 cal BC – if and only if 
the dated individuals had a terrestrial diet with very little or no aquatic component. 
Should they or any one of them have consumed a significant amount of fish and/or 
mussel, their apparent radiocarbon date is older than the real one. In most cases the 
effect of the freshwater reservoir effect (i.e. of the introduction into the diet of old 
carbon through fish and/or mussel consumption) was possible to calculate and the 
radiocarbon dates corrected16, but note that it was also argued that this might not be 
possible, at least not in all cases17. For now, awaiting the results of the analyses of 
stable isotopes for paleo diet, we can only say that the Roşia Group cannot date before 
c. 2630 cal BC, but it could date to a later time, even by hundreds of years. Neverthe-
less, what we know archaeologically from the region excludes the dating of the Roşia 
Group later than the end of the 3rd millennium BC. 

The results obtained by us are only the first step in the absolute chronological 
classification of the archaeological complexes (inhumation graves) from the Izbucu 
Topliței Cave. In equal measure, they are the first data of absolute chronology for the 
Roșia Group, but also a good landmark for dating Dumbrăvioara type axes or gold 
lock-rings (Noppenring type). However, we are aware that this data needs to be refined 
as information about the inhumation graves from the cave and analysis methods, such 

                                                      
14 See in particular: Steier, Rom, 2000. 
15 For these see: Halasi, Emődi, 1985, p. 234; Roman, Németi, 1986, p. 218-232; Bóna, 1992, 
p. 13-16; Molnar, Ghemiș, 2003; Kulcsár, 2009, p. 20-21, 23-24, 26, 233, with bibliography. 
16 For example see: Cook et alii, 2002; Bronk Ramsey et alii, 2014. 
17 Ervynck et alii, 2018. 
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as isotopic analysis of the teeth, will be improved. 
The radiocarbon dates for the three human skeletons found in the Izbucu Top-

liței Cave are similar to those for the second phase of the Copăceni Group18, which is 
located in the center of Transylvania.  

 
Fig. 5. Archaeological features from Izbucu Topliţei Cave (1‒2). 

                                                      
18 For the Copăceni Group see: Rotea, 2003, with bibliography. For the radiocarbon 14C dates 
of Copăceni Group see: Rotea et alii, 2014, p. 28-30, with bibliography. 
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Fig. 6. Archaeological features from Izbucu Topliţei Cave (1‒2). 
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Fig. 7. Pottery from Izbucu Topliţei Cave (1‒2). 
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Fig. 8. Pottery from Izbucu Topliţei Cave (1‒2). 
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Fig. 9. Archaeological features from Izbucu Topliţei Cave (1‒2). 
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Fig. 10. Gold lock rings from Izbucu Topliţei Cave (1‒3). 
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Fig. 11. Miniature stone axe (1), personal ornaments made of fish vertebra (3) 
and perforated teeth made from different material: animal teeth (cervids) (4‒5), 

(canids) (6) and human teeth (2) from Izbucu Topliţei Cave. 
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Fig. 12. Archaeological features from Izbucu Topliţei Cave (1‒2). 
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Fig. 13. In situ perforated tooth from Izbucu Topliţei Cave. 
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Fig. 14. Investigating the archaeological site from Izbucu Topliţei Cave (1‒2). 

 

All illustrations: Călin GHEMIŞ, Mihai ROTEA and Dan ROTEA. 
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